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Chapter 1

Intro to CBO

CBO is coming. In just a few months, Facebook will no longer allow marketers to set a campaign’s 
budget at the ad set level. The budget will be allocated automatically between ad sets, based on their 
performance. More than just a UI adjustment or a platform feature, CBO is a gentle nudge towards the 
future of online marketing. 
 
Behind the move to a CBO-only world, there’s an important message: there are tasks in which 
algorithms excel more than humans. This approach mirrors the recent advancements in automotive 
technology. CBO is how we learn to let go of the steering wheel and use the pedals only when needed.  
 
By taking this opportunity to rethink long-established paradigms and create procedures for working 
with AI-powered marketing tools, you will be well-prepared for what’s coming. And make no mistake - 
something big is on its way.

CBO
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Chapter 2

What is CBO?

Campaign Budget Optimization (CBO) was introduced in November 
2017 as a toggle within the campaign settings of the Facebook Ads 
Manager. The toggle's name: “optimize budget across ad sets.” 
When enabled, the advertiser would only set a budget for the entire 
campaign, rather than all its ad sets separately. Budget allocation 
for specific ad sets would be done automatically, “distributing 
budget to the top-performing ad sets in real time.”  
 
Simply put, Facebook’s algorithms conduct a never-ending test 
of the campaign’s ad sets, allocating budgets to each ad set to 
maximize their performance. That way, you don’t need to shift 
budgets between ad sets on your own.  Theoretically, your dollars 
are in play for all ad sets, all the time - the real-time performance is 
what dictates which ad set will get the most money. 

Without CBO

Total Conversions: 10

With CBO

Total Conversions: 15
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Chapter 3

It’s All About Control 

Before gauging the impact of CBO, it’s important to understand that no part of the campaign is going to be completely automated. Even 
the parts that are seemingly hands-off can be manipulated to steer your campaign in a favorable direction.

Step 1: Asset creation - still done by the advertiser 

Every campaign, whether it uses CBO or not, has to promote something - be it text, static, video, a playable ad. 
Facebook is not in the business of creating your assets for you. And as always, the responsibility for making the ad 
attractive is yours.

Step 2: Targeting parameters - Facebook can help 

Facebook needs to know who you’re targeting and what you’re trying to achieve. That said, sometimes broad 
targeting makes a lot of sense - especially if you want Facebook’s algorithms to discover new audiences.
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Chapter 3

It’s All About Control 

Step 3: Budget distribution - Even CBO can be influenced.

This is where CBO comes in. Users set the budget for a campaign, CBO distributes it between ad sets based on 
their performance - optimizing the budget while maximizing the spend potential. It’s not absolute control, though. 
We can set minimum and maximum bids, as well as spending limits. 

Step 4: Campaign maintenance - Closing the loop is up to us. 

While CBO distributes the budget automatically, we still control the ad sets and the ads inside them, deciding 
which ad sets will compete for users’ attention. Refreshing them, and keeping one’s hand on the pulse of the 
campaign, is still an important task. 
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Chapter 4

Working with CBO

To use CBO efficiently, you need to rethink the entire campaign building workflow. Contrary 
to what its name implies, CBO is not just about budget management. It’s also about pitting 
ad sets against each other to find the best one. 
 
It’s easy to be tempted into thinking that CBO is built to create equilibrium between different 
ad sets. But you’re not going to see the best results when the budget is equally split. That’s 
because each CBO campaign is a competition between ad sets.  
 
In a perfect scenario, the best CBO ad set ends up getting allocated 100% of the 
budget. Why? Because Facebook knows that it’s the most effective one, and can push 
it to enough users.  
 
Allocation to just one ad set will, of course, happen very rarely. There’s often not enough 
inventory to maximize spend using only the best ad set. And even if that was possible, 
Facebook optimizes the budget in real time - a process which requires constant testing. 

CBO
AD ADAD
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Chapter 5

Rethink Everything

The purpose of this guide is not to tell you definitively how to use CBO. There isn’t 
one “correct” way of using this tool because it’s incredibly versatile. It does 
much more than simplifying campaign management. CBO can optimize not just 
budget, but creatives and targeting as well.  
 
For the past several months, Bidalgo specialists have been developing and testing 
various CBO strategies. What we have arrived at is a flow which can optimize every 
part of the campaign using the tests built into CBO. 
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Chapter 6

Strategies - Apples, Meet Oranges: CBO as a Preliminary Testing Machine

Sometimes we wonder what would be the best audience 
to target with a specific optimization for ad delivery and bid 
strategy. 
 
 A CBO campaign can automate this testing. Feed it ad sets with 
completely different audiences, and let CBO choose the right 
audience. This campaign can be used to test a new audience type 
whenever one becomes available to you, to judge its efficiency VS 
others.

Example: 

Campaign Level Optimization and bid strategy: Value + Min ROAS
3 Ad Sets: Lookalike / Keyword / Broad targeting.

was allocated automatically by Facebook to a keyword-based ad 
set over lookalikes and broad targeting, after CBO discovered 
that keywords were the top performer. The lookalike and broad 
targeting campaigns were then paused, and new keyword ad 
sets were brought in. To be continued.

15x Media Spend
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Chapter 6

Strategies - Not All Apples Are Alike: CBO as a Segmentation Test Algorithm

Do you want to analyze a successful audience and find the 
best of the best? CBO can help, by pitting sub-segments of an 
audience against each other. You can use this campaign to 
narrow overly-broad audiences or understand the value of sub-
segments for purposes such as bid multiplier. 

Example: 

Campaign Level Optimization and bid strategy: Value + Min ROAS
2 Ad Sets: Lookalike (male) / Lookalike (female)

to an ad set which brought 400% Day 7 ROAS compared to its 
lower-performing counterpart.

7x Budget
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Chapter 6

Strategies - Testing Creative Types: Sour apples VS. Sweet apples

Some audiences are more receptive to video than to images, 
while others prefer playable elements. A CBO campaign can 
be used to test different creative types for a similar audience. 
You can use this campaign to create best practices for different 
audiences and test new creative groups. 

Example: 

Campaign Level Optimization and bid strategy: Value + Min ROAS
Creative (ad set level): Video / Image / Playable.

of a large CBO campaign was allocated to a carousel-based ad 
set, with comparable image-based and video-based ad sets 
falling far behind. Further testing proved carousel ads to indeed 
be the most effective creative type for that client

82% Spend
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Chapter 7

General Recommendations:

VALIDATE RESULTS USING BID MANIPULATION

Sometimes - often, really - you will see an ad set deliver excellent results but get a low budget allocation from 
CBO. This might be due to a bid mismatch. CBO might be trying to push the ad set but get constrained by 
a bid that’s too low. Before jumping to conclusions, consider raising the bid and seeing if the performance 
improves. 

A CAMPAIGN WITH A SINGLE AD SET? WHY NOT?

There are times when you don’t want to test anything. All you want is to approach a specific audience with a 
specific set of ads. Just put one ad set in a campaign, this isn’t frowned upon. 
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Chapter 7

General Recommendations:

GIVE IT TIME

Facebook says that CBO budget allocation occurs in real time, but tests take time - you shouldn’t expect to 
see an immediate winner. Sometimes the distribution can change drastically from hour to hour, especially if 
some of the ad sets are relevant for specific geo. To avoid those spikes, you can compare similar geographies, 
or judge a multi-geo test only after several days (or even weeks) have elapsed.

CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR

CBO has a very literal understanding of your requests. If one ad set is asking for <1% min ROAS and has 
a low bid, and another ad set asks for a higher ROAS with a higher bid, CBO will allocate similar weight to 
the requests. It will then pick the ad set for which the target is more easily achievable, rather than try and 
maximize the overall ROAS.

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/153514848493595


About
Bidalgo is a cross channel marketing platform that leverages AI to enhance User 
Acquisition and ad creative performance.

To learn more about how Bidalgo can help fuel your 
growth efforts, request a demo today.
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GOOD QUALITY

Bidalgo Lifestyle

Bidalgo Lifestyle

Bidalgo Lifestyle Bidalgo Lifestyle Bidalgo Lifestyle

DRIVE PERFORMANCE 
AT SCALE: 
Activate full-funnel 
automation of your 
campaigns, and scale 
your user acquisition 
without compromise

UNDERSTAND 
WINNING CREATIVES: 
Break down all your ad 
elements with machine 
learning and quickly 
understand how to 
make successful assets  

UNCOVER ACTIONABLE 
INSIGHTS: 
Connect  your channel, 
MMP, and BI-sourced 
data to surface areas 
of optimization and 
actionable insights 

https://bidalgo.com/schedule-a-demo-with-bidalgo/?utm_campaign=CBO_Playbook&utm_source=Playbook&utm_content=About

